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(1a) 10 Victoria Street

(1b) the airport

(2a) 1 24 10:00 a.m. (2b) 1

 

 

(1) a. They live at 10 Victoria Street.1  ( 2012: 12) 

 b. He lost his wallet at the airport. (WEJD) 

(2) a.  The ceremony will begin at 10:00 a.m. (WEJD) 

 b. She will have arrived in France at the end of June. ( 2012: 13) 

 

at

 ( ) (3)

at (3)

 ( ) 

 

 

(3) a. We met at a party. (  2012: 12) 

 b. I hope to see you at the graduation. (WEJD) 

 c. Bill is no angel at school. (GEJD) 

 

(3)

at

 

2 at

3 at
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 (2014: 221) (6) at night
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(6) John always works late at night. (  2012: 13) 
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2.2  

 (Ruhl 1989 Tyler and Evans 2003: 37  2021: 

32)  (2015) at (7) at

 

 

(7) [PP at NP] at NP
3 

 at  

    ( 2015: 129) 

 

(8) at on

in at

 (  2015: 129)  

 

(8) a. There are so many young people on the beach. 

   

2 in the night
 (  2014: 221) (ⅰ) → → by 

next morning  

(ⅰ) By next morning, however, the snow that had begun in the night had turned into a blizzard so thick that the 

last Herbology lesson of the term was canceled 

    (J. K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets;  2014: 221) 
3 PP  (Prepositional Phrase) NP  (Noun Phrase)  
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 c. Bill is no angel at school. (= (3c)) 

 

(12)

 

 

(12) He lost his wallet at the airport. (= (1b)) 

 

(13)  ( ) (= ) 

 ( ) (14a)

(13) (14b) with some friends

 

 

(13) I’ll be at home all morning. (WEJD) 

(14) a. I was at a party. ( ) 

 b. I was at a party with some friends. ( ( ) 2007: 61) 

 

at

2  

 

 2  
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(15) a. The world was at peace. 

 b. England was at war with Hitler’s Germany.  ( ( ) 2007: 62) 

 

at

(16)

(17) at (16)

at

 (= ) 

 

 

(16) a. at Christmas time 

 b. at (the) weekend(s) (WEJD) 

(17) a.  The ceremony will begin at 10:00 a.m. (= (2a)) 

 b. She will have arrived in France at the end of June. (= (2b)) 

 

(16)
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(15)
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 3  

 

 

3.3 at  

3.1 3.2 at

(18) 4

(18b) (18c)

at  

 

(18) a.  

  They live at 10 Victoria Street.  (= (1a)) 

  I was at a party.  (= (14a)) 

 

 b.  (= 3.1 ) 

  We met at a party. (= (11a)) 

  Bill is no angel at school. (= (11c)) 

  He lost his wallet at the airport. (= (12)) 

  I was at a party with some friends. (= (14b)) 

 

 c.  (= 3.2 ) 

  The world was at peace. (= (15a)) 

  England was at war with Hitler’s Germany. (= (15b)) 

 

 d.  

  The ceremony will begin at 10:00 a.m. (= (2a)) 

  She will have arrived in France at the end of June. (= (2b)) 
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(18a)-(18d)

at

 

at
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( )

school 5 school

school

at

 

 

(19) Bill is no angel at school. (= (11c)) 

 

at at

(20) at  (=(20a))  

(= (20b)) at

 

 

(20) a. Julie is at the post-office.  (Herskovits 1986: 128) 

 b. She will have arrived in France at the end of June.  (= (2b)) 

 c. I bought these books at a dollar each.  (  2012: 13) 

 d. John shot at the elephant.  (  1998: 1) 

 e. I was surprised at the news.  (  2012: 15) 

 f. Mary is very good at English.  (= (9)) 
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Language Creativity of Novel Instances: 
The Case of Perceptual Expressions for Tactile Sense *

ITAGAKI Hiromasa †

 

1. Introduction 
    In this squib, I will investigate creative extensions of [NPSUBJ – VINTR – ADJCOMP] from a 

COGNITIVE CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR perspective for language creativity. These instances for the 

creative extensions are represented in (1). 1 

 

(1) a. The mattress sleeps comfortable especially for side sleepers. (Itagaki 2021: 68) 

 b. The alternative would be silk, which wears warm. (Itagaki 2021: 61) 

 c. The hood fits sung under your helmet. (NOW Corpus: Outside) 

 

The underlined phrases in (1) represent evaluations of the grammatical subject. The above sentences 

are idiosyncratic in that they express the logical object as the grammatical subject. The phrase in (1a), 

for instance, includes the mattress, which is normally construed as the instrument of sleeping, as the 

grammatical subject, and takes comfortable as an adjectival complement only after the verb sleep, 

although this verb is usually used with an agent (a sleeper) in the subject position. 

    Why are we able to use the sentences mentioned in (1) even though they seem to deviate from 

ordinary English grammar? Certainly, these idiosyncratic expressions are “grammatically incorrect” 

because they should co-occur with adverb adjuncts instead of the adjectival complement (e.g., this 

mattress sleeps comfortably, or the hood fits snugly). In addition, my informant reported that such 

adjectival complements should be avoided in public use. However, in current usage, these English 

expressions occur. They are understandable and even considered acceptable by most. Thus, this squib 

examines the motivations for sanctioning creative sentences such as (1). 

    Language creativity is one of the fundamental issues of linguistics. While some novel expressions 

can be accepted as imaginative or creative, other sentences merely sound awkward or unacceptable. 

For example, a sentence such as this oven doesn’t bake very well is completely acceptable, while a 

similar sentence like ??this saucepan doesn’t boil very well would appear inappropriate. 2  A 

comprehensive explanation of the differences between these two sentences must be provided. In other 

words, a precise line should be drawn between flexibility and unacceptability in language expressions. 

    This study draws on a Cognitive Construction Grammar approach. The main idea is that speakers’ 

language knowledge can be modelled as knowledge of constructions (Hilpert 2014: 22). Constructions 

 
* This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP21K13027. 
† Faculty of Management and Administration, Tokiwa University (itagaki@tokiwa.ac.jp) 
1 All underling was done by the author. 
2 These two interesting contrastive sentences are adapted from Taylor (1998: 174–175). 
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are defined as pairings of form and meaning that include not only idiosyncratic functions, but also 

morphological or phonological properties and the pragmatic or contextual dimensions in which a 

particular utterance is found (Goldberg 2006; Hilpert 2014). Constructionists thus argue that 

constructions are crucial to language description. 

    The Cognitive Construction Grammar approach, which is used by linguists to analyze expressions 

in terms of human cognitive apparatus such as perception, memory, abstraction, or attention, focuses 

on categorical networks between constructions, such as family resemblances or categorization among 

constructions (Goldberg 2006). A categorical network can account for the motivation of innovative 

expressions as an extension. This theory posits that language creativity and extensions can be divided 

based on constraints to the extent that an existing construction can partially sanction novel expressions 

based on similarity (Taylor 2002). Thus, in the Cognitive Construction Grammar approach, 

grammatical acceptability depends on the strength of the relationship between a conventionalized 

linguistic unit and a novel expression. If we cannot determine how to establish syntactic or functional 

similarity between one expression and a conventionalized construction, it is considered ill-formed. If 

an expression can be construed, fully or partially, as sanctioned by the construction, it is judged 

grammatical. Therefore, this approach may allow us to account for the motivation of the peripheral 

intransitive sentences in (1) with reference to well-established constructions. 

    I investigate the expressions in question, using evidence taken from corpus data and introspection. 

The corpora used for this study include web corpora as well as the Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (COCA). Since web data are not controlled for genre or grammatical acceptability, some of 

the collected data are likely to include awkward sentences. However, as Taylor (2012) reported, given 

the vast amount of language data on the Web, it is an invaluable source for the study of less frequent 

language items. As long as English native speakers judge the data to be acceptable within the given 

context, language items in web data can be valuable language evidence. Therefore, I will use the News 

on the Web Corpus (NOW corpus), which contains 14 billion words of data from web-based 

newspapers and magazines from 2010 to the present, and the iWeb corpus, which contains 14 billion 

words from 22 million web pages. 

 

2. Observations 
    First, we discuss idiosyncratic expressions that involve the verb sleep with an adjectival 

complement, as in the underlined phrases in (2). 

 

(2) a.  On the plus side, the bed sleeps cool and provides the just-right firmness to support you on 

your side or back. (Itagaki 2021: 66, NOW Corpus: Nunatsiaq News) 

 b.  The North Face’s Beeline 900, which packs small and sleeps warm thanks to plenty of 900-

fill-power down. (Itagaki 2021: 66, COCA, MAG) 
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 c. The mattress sleeps very cool and comfortable.(Itagaki 2021: 68, NOW Corpus: Buzzfeed) 

 

In the expressions above, we can confirm that the verb sleep occurs with the adjective, which refers to 

temperature, such as cool or warm, or a sleeper’s feeling like comfortable. Note that the adjectival 

complements appearing in (2) commonly designate not only the property of the subject complement 

but also the sleeper’s feeling during sleep. Thus, sentence (2c) may be paraphrased as follows: when 

we sleep on the mattress, it feels very cool and comfortable, which makes us cool and comfortable. 

    Sentences similar to the sleep expressions can be observed in wear sentences, as exemplified in 

the following expressions (3).  

 

(3) a. They [i.e., = trousers] are most likely made of a fine Sea Island cotton, which is soft, 

lightweight and comfortable in the heat. The alternative would be silk, which wears warm 

and is avoided on hot summer nights. (Itagaki 2021: 61, iWeb) 

 b. On my average size wrist, it wears great, comfortable and also looks like the right size. 

  (iWeb) 

 c. It [i.e., = the sweater] wears cooler than your standard wool or cashmere sweater, allowing 

it to work Spring through Fall. (Google3) 

 

The grammatical subject in (3) corresponds to clothing or a personal ornament, which should be 

originally encoded in the grammatical object of the verb wear: wearing a coat, hat, or watch. This 

pattern also designates the features of the grammatical subject that put us in the state described by the 

adjectival complement. 

    Another example of the idiosyncratic expressions discussed in this study is given by the fit pattern. 

The grammatical subject in the underlined expressions in (4) stands for something that we put into our 

body, although these expressions may be less likely to describe the condition of wrapping our body 

than the above sleep or wear patterns.  

 

(4) a. The hood fits snug under your helmet, while a tall collar helps block drafts and rain from 

your face. (NOW Corpus: Outside) 

 b. There’s a neoprene sleeve that fits snug to your leg, helping the shin guard stay in place 

during more intense sessions. (NOW Corpus: heavy.com) 

 c. They [i.e., = earbuds] are lightweight and fit comfortable in the ear without causing any 

sort of disturbance. (NOW Corpus: Nasi Lemak Tec.) 

 d. It fits excellent with or without the feather bed under the pad. (NOW Corpus: BuzzFeed) 

 

 
3 https://propercloth.com/products/amalfi-beige-cotton-and-linen-sweater-446.html 
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As represented in (4), the adjectival complement in the fit pattern designates our feeling when we put 

the grammatical subject on. Expressions of this sort can be confirmed with a different verb, as in (5). 

 

(5) Velcro straps in the sled keep the weighted bags in place, and the belt sits comfortable on your 

waist and attaches to the sled with a ring that is specifically constructed to allow for quick 

changes in direction. (NOW Corpus: tmz.com) 

 

3. Analysis 
    Cognitive linguistics accounts for language creativity by means of our cognitive abilities, such 

as categorization or schematization, which enable us to create a novel usage by extending an existing 

construction. As mentioned in Section 1, novel expressions are licensed by a conventional construction 

to the extent that they bear formal or semantic similarities in the conventional construction (cf. 

analogical extension discussed in Goldberg 2019). An analysis via cognitive linguistics makes it 

possible to construe the copula-like intransitive expressions observed in the previous section as 

outcomes resulting from analogical extension of a well-established construction. This squib argues 

that these creative expressions are sanctioned by virtue of analogical extension from the 

conventionalized perceptual constructions that Taniguchi (1997) terms copulative perception verb 

constructions (CPV constructions), which are reviewed below. 

 

3.1. CPV constructions 

    The CPV construction is exemplified in (6). 

 

(6) a. John looks happy. (Taniguchi 1997: 270) 

 b.  This cake tastes good. (ibid.: 271) 

 

The CPV constructions presented in (6) are generally composed of three elements: a noun phrase (NP), 

perception verb, and adjectival complement. They are of the popular type in nature: a copula sentence 

is a configuration that contains a functionally attenuated verb, followed by a complement denoting 

some property of the subject NP (Taniguchi 1997: 271). The characteristics of these constructions have 

been commonly reported in the literature. First, adjectival complements are obligatory for the CPV 

construction (Rogers 1974; Taniguchi 1997) as shown in (7). 

 

(7) a. * He looks. (Taniguchi 1997: 272) 

 b. * That sounds. (ibid.) 

 

The second property of CPV constructions is that although they are not used in the passive voice, the 
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grammatical subject plays the role of a perceptual object, similar to a seemingly logical object, not a 

perceptual experiencer (Rogers 1974; Taniguchi 1997). John in (6a), for example, is not the visual 

experiencer but someone who is being visually experienced by others. Finally, CPV constructions 

connote an implicit experiencer, who can be marked by a prepositional phrase, as in (8). An implicit 

experiencer is interpreted as either the speaker (to me) or a generic individual (to everyone). 

 

(8) a.  The cake tastes good to me. (Taniguchi 1997: 272) 

 b. John looks happy to everyone. (ibid.: 273) 

 

3.2. Analogical extension from the CPV construction 

    This section points out that the copula-like intransitive expressions mentioned above share 

enough semantic and formal characters with the CPV constructions to realize the analogical extension 

of this construction. 

    First, the subject participants in the copula-like intransitive construction are semantically the 

objects in the verbal events. This construction profiles the property of the grammatical subject (that is, 

the instrument or theme), as opposed to backgrounding the agent of the action. 

    It is also observed that the copula-like intransitive construction in question requires an obligatory 

complement, similar to the CPV construction. This fact is confirmed by judging whether the element 

following the intransitive verb functions as a complement or an adjunct. As suggested by Bergs (2021: 

148), complements usually add information on the quality of the grammatical subject, while adjuncts 

provide information on the action regarding time, space, reason, manner, or the like.4 The last section 

has shown that the elements in the copula-like intransitive construction designate the properties of the 

grammatical subject, and thus may function as a complement. Additionally, complements are 

obligatory, whereas adjuncts are always optional (Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 221). Therefore, the 

complement in a sentence like Kim became ill cannot be omitted without loss of grammaticality (*Kim 

became by Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 261). The construction in question is quite similar to the 

CPV construction in the sense that it requires an obligatory adjectival complement because it would 

be less acceptable without the adjective, as in (9). 

 

(9) a. The mattress sleeps ??(warm). 

 b. The hood fits ??(comfortable). 

 

 
4 Bergs (2021) goes on to explain a theoretical limitation of the clear-cut boundary between complements and adjuncts. 
For instance, the sentence he stayed very quiet illustrates a complement, while the sentence he cried very loudly has an 
adjunct. The contrast, however, leads to some confusion because the underlined phrases in both sentences semantically 
refer to properties of the subject. In fact, some scholars, including Bergs (2021), argue that the status of elements as 
complements and adjuncts is “a matter of degree” (see also Langacker 2003; Keizer 2004). 
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Moreover, the copula-like expressions as well as the CPV construction avoid the syntactic constraint 

in which subject-oriented depictives, which take an adjective as an adjunct, do not undertake wh-

movement, as shown in sentences (10) to (12). 

 

(10) How pretty does Betty look?  [CPV constructions] (COCA, SPOK) 

(11) How comfortable do the earbuds fit?  [copula-like expressions] 

(12) * How angry did John leave the room?  [depictives] (Hoshi 1992: 2) 

 

    Finally, the copula-like intransitive construction implies a conceptualizer who performs the 

verbal action. Itagaki (2021) argued that the sleep pattern is subjectively construed and implies the 

existence of the implicit conceptualizer, since the adjectival complements appearing in this pattern 

designate the sleeper’s feeling as well as the subject referent. This can be represented as in (13). 

 

(13) Sleep patterns as a construction:  

 SYNTAX: NPSUBJ – sleep – ADJCOMP 

 SEMANTICS:  NPSUBJ feels ADJCOMP and makes someone (mainly, the conceptualizer) ADJCOMP 

as s/he sleeps on it. 

 

The semantic structure shown in (13) supports the argument that this pattern has been extended from 

the CPV construction. Many cognitive linguists have observed that the CPV construction is 

subjectively construed in that the implied experiencer, namely the conceptualizer, is strongly involved 

in the denoted situation even if s/he is not literally encoded (Taniguchi 1997; Whitt 2011). The sleep 

pattern shares functional characteristics with CPV constructions, such as the subjective status of 

construal, as well as the syntactic configuration [NP – V – ADJ]. In fact, we can find attested data like 

(14) and (15) showing that the patterns of sleep or fit can occur with the experiencer in a to 

prepositional phrase, as in the CPV construction in (8). 

 

(14) a. Everyone says it sleeps cool but it slept warm to me.  (Itagaki 2021: 69) 

 b. This mattress sleeps cool to us, [we] never woke up hot… (ibid.) 

(15) a.  I have been looking for a small shoulder bag that fits snug to me that I could use when we 

walk around the parks … (Google5) 

 b. It fits snug to me and rides comfortably wherever I choose to clip it. (Google6) 

 

Overall, the copula-like intransitive construction can be analyzed as an extension of the CPV 

 
5 http://abitofpixiedust11.blogspot.com/2011/07/walt-disney-world-anniversaries.html 
6 https://www.severacustomleather.com/testimonials 
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construction. 

 

4. Motivation 
    So far, this paper has shown that copula-like novel expressions are instantiated as an extension 

of the CPV construction. Peripheral instances embodied through language creativity have found to be 

closely related to well-formedness, which can be accounted for on the basis of conventionality in 

cognitive linguistics (Evans 2019). Therefore, the well-established CPV construction sanctions new 

creative expressions with regard to the similarity of the function of the CPV construction. 

    Nevertheless, we cannot fully answer the question as to “why” the copula-like new expressions 

are produced even if the last section discussed “how” these sentences came into being. This section 

will account for the motivation for sanctioning these expressions on the basis of the CPV construction, 

by arguing that the expressions function as a compensation for the desire to depict a situation that 

cannot be accurately represented by the CPV (and in particular the feel) construction. 

    The CPV construction designates some evaluations as to the evocation or production of the 

sensation by the stimulus of the experience. Sensory verbs—look, sound, smell, taste, and feel—play 

a role in describing each sensory modality. Although the feel construction expresses a description of 

the tactile sense, this construction is noticeable because many examples that we come across of this 

construction in Web corpora refer to a physical sensation through touching by the hands, as in (16). 

 

(16) a. Her hair feels rough under my hand, so I smooth it down and smooth it down, until she 

closes her eyes and says, “June.” (COCA, FIC) 

 b. Contemplating and rubbing the cooled gel between his fingers, Eskins noticed it felt 

smooth but not greasy. (COCA, ACAD) 

 

Furthermore, the descriptions of the verb feel in dictionaries imply the feeling of using our hands, as 

exemplified in (17) to (18), which suggests that the prototypical usage of the feel CPV construction 

depicts a sensory modality through touching. 

 

(17) To give you a particular physical feeling, especially when you touch or hold something. 

 Her hands felt rough. (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English) 

(18) To have a particular physical quality which you become aware of by touching. 

 The water feels warm. (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary) 

 

    It is cognitively and linguistically plausible to divide tactile sense into the two aspects of 

“sensation by the hands” and “sensation by other body parts.” In cognitive science, it has been 

proposed that cognition is embodied, such that it depends on the experiences that result from 
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possessing a body with given physical characteristics and a particular sensorimotor system (Borghi 

2005). Some researchers, such as Gibson (1962), claim that many properties of surfaces and objects 

can be registered by active touch, which is an exploratory process of touching something with our 

fingers. Colby and Goldberg (1999) explain that human beings can identify a spatial location not only 

by sight or sound, but also by reaching for it with either hand, as there are some neurons that fire more 

strongly when the target is moved within reaching distance. Linguistically, the language phenomena 

associated with “sensation by hands” have unique conceptual metaphors that are not reflected in 

“sensation by other body parts,” as shown in the conceptual metaphor UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING 

(e.g., I’m trying to grasp the meaning of this verdict, or I think I finally have a handle on the statistical 

principles in Lakoff and Johnson 1980). 

    These previous discussions would support my argument that the feel CPV construction 

prototypically expresses the physical sensations in which we contact the subject NP referent by 

touching it with our hands, although it is not impossible for this construction to designate evaluations 

based on another tactile modality caused by contact with other body parts. This allows us to assume, 

in turn, that the tactile modality sourced by other body parts should alternatively be applied to and 

compensated with the representation of the copula-like intransitive expressions in question. 

Reconsideration of the examples presented in Section 2 reminds us of the characteristics of the 

expressions in which they describe the properties of the subject NP (as well as the conceptualizer’s 

evaluation) on the basis of tactile information obtained from body parts besides the hands. Cognitive 

linguistics posits that language creation results from the dynamicity of human communication, 

whereby speakers are able to innovate some expressions by means of extension from previously 

established constructions, even if the inventory of constructions available in a language is finite and 

cannot accurately depict certain situations in which speakers attempt to get across to listeners (cf. 

Tomasello 2008; Evans 2019). In this case, the use of copula-like intransitive expressions is motivated 

by a conflict in which the feel CPV construction cannot fully capture the particular situation. This 

constructional network can be described as follows. 
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    This explanation is supported by the unacceptability of the touch expression. Taniguchi (1997) 

reports that the sentence in (19) is almost unacceptable in current English. My informant answered in 

the same way. Expressions of this sort are hardly seen in the corpora. 

 

(19) *? This table touches hard. (Taniguchi 1997: 295) 

 

The unacceptability of touch expressions may be related to the statistical preemption process. 

Statistical preemption, as proposed by Goldberg (2016, 2019), is a type of indirect negative evidence 

that plays an important role in avoiding unacceptable sentences. According to Goldberg (2016: 377), 

when speakers recognize after repeated encounters that formulation B is the appropriate form in a 

given context, they implicitly learn that a semantically and pragmatically related alterative formulation 

A is not appropriate in this context. The situations observed in sentences such as (19) can be accounted 

for by statistical preemption. That is, because the verb feel is semantically and pragmatically quite 

similar to the verb touch, the well-established CPV construction may preempt the copulative use of 

touch as an alternative formulation, and as a result, these sentences are blocked by the CPV 

construction. 

 

5. Concluding Remark 

    The Cognitive Construction Grammar approach for language creativity assumes that our 

cognitive apparatus allows us to create a new expression via an analogical extension from a well-

established unit that speakers generalize over usage events. This squib has shown that copula-like 

novel expressions are indeed an analogical extension from the CPV construction; moreover, they are 

motivated by our desire to permit the expression of tactile sensations that the feel CPV construction 

cannot fully describe. 
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A Brief Note on There Contact Clauses:  
With Special Focus on There Contact Clauses Selecting Come as the Second Verb* 

MINO Takashi 

1. Introduction  

This study examines a special case of there constructions, called “there contact clauses,” in which 

two clauses are combined without relative pronouns, as in (1), although the omission of the subject 

relative pronoun is generally not allowed in present-day English, as in (2). For example, in (1a), the 

two clauses “there was a farmer” and “a farmer had a dog” are united without the relative pronoun 

who. 

 

(1) a.  There was a farmer had a dog.   (Lambrecht 1988: 319) 

  b.   There’s a man lives in China.                     (Quirk et al. 1985: 1407) 

 c.  There’s a man at the door wants to see you.  (Curme 1931: 236) 

(2) a. * The table stands in the corner has a broken leg.        (Quirk et al. 1985: 1250) 

 b. * I know a man lives in Canada.      (ibid.: 1407) 

 

Although this construction is ungrammatical, it is used (subconsciously) by native English speakers 

irrespective of geographical and social backgrounds (e.g., Lodge (1979), Lambrecht (1988), and 

Doherty (2000)). Because of its syntactic and semantic peculiarities, scholars have paid considerable 

attention to this construction, revealing its many distinctive aspects (e.g., Jespersen (1929), Lambrecht 

(1988), and Doherty (2000)). However, these studies have focused on overall features of there contact 

clauses without observing individual examples closely (a noticeable exception is a series of studies 

conducted by Yaguchi, such as Yaguchi (2017)).  

In contrast, this study focuses on one type of there contact clause in which the verb come is used 

as a verb of the second clause, as in (3):  

 

(3) a.  There was two guys came to see me at the restaurant where my wife worked at. 

    (COCA: SPOK) 

 b.  There’s nobody comes out she says.  (BNC: spoken) 

 

The goal of the study is to describe the syntactic and semantic features of such a clause to provide a 

useful perspective that helps future studies to elucidate these constructions.1 

 
* This work was funded by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 21K20003.  
1 This study does not attempt to refute previous studies. Further, it does not criticize previous studies by suggesting 
that they are insensitive to individual usages. Rather, it aims to supplement existing research.  
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    This article is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes previous studies on there contact 

clauses to illustrate that these clauses are motivated by an informational structure requirement, and the 

verbs come and go are more often used than other verbs. Section 3 claims, based on the corpus study 

using the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), 

that the use of there contact clauses with the verb come is partially motivated by the occurrence of to-

infinitives, particles, and short subject nouns (especially human nouns). Section 4 concludes this paper. 

 

2. Previous Studies 
This section presents semantic and pragmatic reasons why the “ungrammatical” construction, 

that is, the there contact clause, is appropriately used, with reference to previous studies such as 

Lambrecht (1988) and Hannay (1985). Next, on the basis of Yaguchi’s (2017) work, it is claimed that 

the motion verbs come and go are frequently used in such constructions.  

    Lambrecht (1988) proposes that the use of there contact clauses is motivated by the requirement 

of information structure: as English does not begin a sentence with new information, there contact 

clauses are chosen. By adding there to example (4a), it is possible to “establish a new discourse referent 

and to express a proposition about it in the same minimal sentential processing unit” (Lambrecht 

(1988: 333)).  

 

(4)  a. A farmer had a dog. 

 b. There was a farmer had a dog.2                                          (=(1a)) 

 

The expletive there and the semantically weak be-verb are selected because they do not convey 

anything more than the second clause “a farmer had a dog” in (4b). (See Jespersen (1927) and Doherty 

(2000) as well.) In fact, many studies such as Yaguchi (2017) propose that there contact clauses are 

observed most frequently when the contracted form there’s is chosen, as in (1b) and (1c).  

    Hannay (1985: 92) proposes a semantic difference resulting from the (un)occurrence of relative 

pronouns in there constructions: (5a) has an entity reading, while (5b) has a state-of-affairs reading. 

In other words, there contact clauses introduce an event rather than an entity. In fact, only there contact 

clauses such as (5b) can be appropriate in answer to a question such as What happened?  

 

(5) a. There was something hard that fell on the floor. (entity reading)     (Hannay 1985: 92) 

 b. There was something hard fell on the floor.   (state-of-affairs reading)      (ibid.) 

  

Yaguchi (2017) elaborates upon the discussion regarding there contact clauses with special focus 

 
2 There is no consensus of opinion on whether transitive sentences such as A farmer had a dog are informationally not 
preferred. See Breivik (1990) and Irwin (2020). 
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on which verbs are often used in second clauses. Before we jump into her findings, it is necessary to 

introduce her methodology. She primarily analyzes written data and distinguishes between (6a) and 

(6b): the former structure, there + be + NP + pp,3 is called “the TP construction,” while the latter 

structure, there + be + NP + VP, is called “the TV construction.”  

 

(6) a.  There’s a parcel come.    (TP construction)    (Quirk et al. 1985: 1409) 

 b.  There’s a man lives in China.     (TV construction)          (=(1b)) 

 

Yaguchi (2017) examines words that are mainly used as verbs in second clauses using the Oxford 

English Dictionary (OED), the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA), and COCA, revealing 

the frequent use of the verbs come and go in TP and TV. In the case of TP, come and gone account for 

52.9% and 23.5% of data in OED, 70.4% and 17.0% in COHA, and 12.5% and 56.3% in COCA, 

respectively. In the case of TV, came accounts for 75% of the preterit verbal forms (there was and 

there were) in COHA, as shown in (7):  

 

(7) a.  Well, there was a man came by who wanted me to help him head his cow back to the 

pasture. [1956, Kenneth Roberts Boon Island, COHA]         (Yaguchi 2017: 125) 

 b.  There were some people came in here at noon after Arkansas.  

   [1945, William Camp Skip to my Lou, COHA]                           (ibid.) 

 

On the basis of these results, Yaguchi (2017: 125) concludes “there + be + NP + come/go4 in the TP 

construction is more or less a fixed unit, and there + was/were + NP + came/went is also a sentence 

unit to a considerable degree.” 

This raises one question: why is the verb come often used in “abnormal” there constructions 

despite its felicitous use as the main verb in “normal” there constructions? The use of transitive verbs 

such as have in there contact clauses is understandable because such verbs are not allowed in normal 

there constructions, as in (8). In contrast, the restriction on verbs does not motivate the occurrence of 

the verb come in there contact clauses because the verb come can be freely used as a main verb in 

normal there constructions. In addition, the there sentence in (9) is capable of indicating a state-of-

affairs reading and thus can be appropriate in answer to What happened? Also, the there sentence with 

come following the phrase “what happened next?” was attested in the News on the Web (NOW), as in 

(10). 

 

(8)   *  There had a dog a female farmer in the village.                     (constructed) 

 
3 The word pp stands for past particle.  
4 Go might be gone. See also Yaguchi (2017: 103).  
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(9) A:  What happened to the kingdom? 

 B:  Suddenly, there came to the castle a handsome knight who wanted to marry a princess.  

(constructed) 

(10) [S]o when the Blues acquired Snepsts along with Rich Sutter at the trade deadline from the 

Canucks in 1990, he (=Snepsts) was surprised by what happened next. # There came the chant. 

“Har-old! Har-old!” # “Holy geez,” he recalled of the first time he heard it.     (NOW: US) 

 

Thus, far more research is needed on why the verb come is frequently used in there contact clauses. 

The following section attempts to describe some syntactic and semantic features of the pattern to 

provide a useful perspective to assist future scholars to elucidate this construction.  

 

3. Corpus Study of There Contact Clauses with the Verb Come 
    This research discusses the behaviors of there contact clauses with the verb come in an attempt 

to answer the following two questions: (i) What types of nouns are selected as the subject of the main 

clause? and (ii) What kind of elements are used after the verb come in the second clause? These 

questions are tackled in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.  

Three caveats are in order regarding our data. First, this study is thoroughly usage-based by 

focusing on actual examples occurring in COCA and BNC, but it is extremely difficult to judge 

whether the sentences attested in corpora are actually accurate and well-formed because of their 

anomalous nature. Second, this study counts the frequency of particular examples, but because of the 

small number of attested examples in corpora, it is impossible to present statistical results. Third, 

although this study strongly agrees with Yaguchi’s (and Quirk et al.’s (1985)) classification of there 

constructions (the TP construction vs. the TV construction), it, expediently, lumps them together to 

understand the overall features of there constructions with come, because this study seeks to determine 

why the verb come follows, not precedes, subject nouns in there constructions.5 

 

3.1. Frequently Used Subject Nouns 

    The preferred subject nouns of there contact clauses are rather different from those of normal 

there constructions. This subsection investigates subject noun phrases with respect to their length and 

types. There contact clauses are collected by using the search formulas of online COCA and BNC 

listed in Table 1. As a result, 106 and 68 there contact clauses were retrieved from COCA and BNC, 

respectively.6  

 
5 Only the TV construction corresponds to there contact clauses in many previous studies. Thus, my classification 
might cause some confusion.  
6 This study excludes examples in which commas are inserted between be-verbs and subject nouns or subject nouns 
and the verb come, as in (i) and (ii): 
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there's * come there is * come there was * come there are * come there were * come there're * come 

there's ** come there is ** come there was ** come there are ** come there were ** come there're ** come 

there's *** come there is *** come there was *** come there are *** come there were *** come there're *** come 

there's * comes there is * comes there was * comes there are * comes there were * comes there're * comes 

there's ** comes there is ** comes there was ** comes there are ** comes there were ** comes there're ** comes 

there's *** comes there is *** comes there was *** comes there are *** comes there were *** comes there're *** comes 

there's * came there is * came there was * came there are * came there were * came there're * came 

there's ** came there is ** came there was ** came there are ** came there were ** came there're ** came 

there's *** came there is *** came there was *** came there are *** came there were *** came there're *** came 

Table 1. The search formulas (noun types) 

 

    Interestingly, many of the subject nouns are categorized as human nouns, as listed in (11); two 

examples are quoted from COCA and BNC in (12):  

 

(11) a.   a gentleman (3), somebody (3), nobody (2), people (2), someone (2), a casting director, 

a counselor, a farmer, a fellow, a geezer, a girl, a Japanese destroyer, a little baby, a 

man, a new boarder, a noisy neighbor, a nurse, a wizard, a woman, Americans, an 

Indian, an officer, five murderers, Jerry Hall, learned man, many people, no one, no 

other, no shadowy figure, some, some Italians, some unknown man, Spanish, staff 

sergeant, such a one, the man, this couple, two guys, two Republican senators, 150000 

people  (47 nouns [44.34%])                                                            (COCA) 

 b.   another lot (3), somebody (3), a company (2), a gentleman (2), a lady (2), people (2), a 

champion strong-man, a Chris, a dentist, a fella, a fellow, a few, a lot, a man, a new 

man, a Norwegian, a party, an old man, another one, many tourists, Michelle, Molly, 

no one, nobody, one child, six black doctors, so many people, some, the mass producer, 

this bloke, this old lady, two guys, two little boys  (41 nouns [60.29%])     (BNC) 

  (12) a.    There was a nosy neighbor came by that said that the deceased bought the gun a few 

months back for protection from her estranged husband.              (COCA: TV) 

 b.   There was this old lady comes towards me; she was fussing about her luggage, that a 

porter was pushing behind her on a trolley.                       (BNC: spoken) 

 

Some readers might think that the frequent use of human nouns is not worth mentioning, but this usage 

 
(i)  Finally, you know-there’s, this documentary came out in France this week, which is really incredible. (COCA) 
(ii) There’s this guy, comes in here every May 1st. Every May 1st, every December 1st. Like clockwork. (COCA) 
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is a rather distinctive feature of there contact clauses when one considers the distributional behaviors 

of other there constructions: normal there constructions with be-verbs and come. For example, Sasaki 

(1991) and Pfenninger (2009) have claimed on the basis of quantitative surveys that abstract nouns 

tend to be used in there constructions with be-verbs. In addition, the author’s previous research (e.g., 

Mino (2020)) revealed that approximately 95% of the subject nouns of there constructions with come 

are abstract nouns such as time or sound in COCA and BNC. Thus, the frequent use of human nouns 

is a remarkable feature of there contact clauses, which potentially motivates the use of the construction.  

    Next, this subsection analyzes the length of subject nouns of there contact clauses. In this case, 

examples are collected from BNC by using the search formulas listed in Table 2. As a result, 66 there 

contact clauses were attested in BNC. 

 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})? come 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? comes 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? came 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})? come 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? comes 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? came 

there {be/V} _{ADV}  (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})?  come 

there {be/V} _{ADV} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? comes 

there {be/V} _{ADV} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? came 

there {be/V} _{ADV} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})? come 

there {be/V} _{ADV} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? comes 

there {be/V} _{ADV} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? came 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})? _{ADV} come 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? _{ADV} comes 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? _{ADV} came 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? (_{V})? _{ADV} come 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? _{ADV} comes 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})? _{ADV} came 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})?  _{ADV} _{V} come 

there {be/V} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{PRON} (_{PREP} (_{ART})? ((_{ADV})? _{A})* _{N})?  _{ADV} _{V} come 

Table 2. The search formulas (word length) 

 

    The examination of data revealed that most subject nouns are much shorter, and the majority of 

them consist of two words. The ratio of each word length is summarized in Table 3, and each actual 
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example from each length is presented in (13).  

 

length of subject nouns Total (66 examples) 

one word  11 (16.67%) 

two words 36 (54.55%) 

three words 12 (18.18%) 

four words 6 (9.09%) 

more than four words 1 (1.52%) 

Table 3. Length of subject nouns (BNC) 

 

(13) a.  There’s nobody comes out she says.    (BNC: spoken) 

  b.   There’s a gentleman come.                      (BNC: written)

 c.  Yeah I know they come er there’s a big lorry comes and collects them.  

(BNC: spoken) 

 d.  That was the time when there was a first portable radios come out.    (BNC: spoken) 

 e.   There’s a man with a Doberman comes around two or three times every night.  

  (BNC: written) 

 

This result is compatible with Yaguchi’s (2017: 90) finding that “almost all the NPs in the OED’s TV 

tokens after 1700 consisted of fewer than six words.”  

This study assumes that the short length of subject nouns potentially motivates the use of there 

contact clauses because normal there constructions with non-be verbs are often motivated by a stylistic 

perspective: to locate a considerably longer component of the subject within the final position of the 

sentence for easy processing. The there should be used in (14a) because the canonical word order in 

(14b) is awkward when the two grammatical elements, the subject and the verb, are so far apart:   

 

(14) a.  There exist unicorns that are white in the winter, green in the spring, grey in the summer 

and black in the autumn.                                 (Breivik 1990: 158) 

  b.   Unicorns that are white in the winter, green in the spring, grey in the summer and black 

in the autumn exist.                                           (constructed)  

 

On the basis of such discussion, it can be assumed that the short length of subject nouns prevents some 

speakers from using normal there constructions with come. Thus, abnormal there contact clauses are 

selected instead. 
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3.2. Elements Following Come (To-infinitive and Particles) 
    This subsection claims that the use of to-infinitive and particles with come potentially motivates 

the use of there contact clauses. First, let me focus on there contact clauses with to-infinitives. In 

corpora, there contact clauses followed by to-infinitives functioning as purpose adjuncts are relatively 

often attested as in (15), where the verb see appears most frequently:7 
 

(15) a.  It, well, it ought, see there were so many people come to see it, but there was thousands 

you know, at different times like, you know.                     (BNC: spoken) 

 b.  There was this bloke came to see me.                           (BNC: written) 

 c.  Aye er the [unclear] when I was [unclear] I got better and [unclear] I got down to 

[unclear] and there was a fella come to look and see me.            (BNC: spoken) 

 d.  There’s an officer come to escort you to the police station.         (COCA: MOV)   

 e.  There’s actually somebody come from the Fed to make sure we hand them back, $100 

bills.                                                    (COCA: SPOK) 
 

However, such to-infinitives are avoided in normal there constructions with come. In BNC, only the 

there sentences in (16) are followed by to-infinitives (purpose adjuncts) among all the there sentences 

(there comes/there come/there came).8 Thus, the occurrence of to-infinitives is considered to be one 

factor motivating the use of there contact clauses.  
 

(16) But then there came ‘new’ comedy to blow away the medieval cobwebs; and then there came 

Russell Davies to make documentaries about it, with titles like There’s A Racial Stereotype 

In My Soup (Radio 4 Saturday).                                            (BNC) 
 

    Second, the occurrence of particles potentially motivates the use of there contact clauses as well. 

My impression is that the particles out and up are comparatively frequently attested in the corpora.9, 

10 Examples are as follows: 
 

(17) a.  There are good things have come out if as well like                (BNC: spoken) 
  b.   That was the time when there was a first portable radios come out    (BNC: spoken) 

 
7 The raw frequency of such expressions is not high because of the small number of there contact clauses.  
8 There are two reasons for this infrequency. First, the number of human nouns is extremely low in there constructions 
with come. Second, purpose clauses are not easily compatible with there constructions because the construction cannot 
express the volitional action performed by subject nouns. See Lumsden (1988) for further details.  
9 Again, the raw frequency of such expressions is not high because of the small number of there contact clauses. 
10 Examples with other particles are as follows: 
 

(i)  Now there’s this couple came by, and… - Yeah. Yeah. - they didn’t know you were open.      (COCA: MOV) 
(ii)   As a matter of fact, we just want to let people know, Matthew, as you were reporting, there was a plane came       

in over your shoulder and landed.                                                (COCA: SPOK) 
(iii)  There was a cab came along, dropped a guy in front of the place.                        (COCA: FIC) 
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 c.   There’s a little baby comes out and there’s the little baby and then you start to grow up.   

(COCA: SPOK) 

 d.   But I think the question is, some kinds of anger are unconcealed and they stay 

suppressed forever, like Nixon’s, where there’s resentments would come out. 
(COCA: SPOK) 

(18) a.   There’s a very interesting issue has just come up actually ’cause we’re having this 

fashion show.                                              (BNC: written) 

 b.   And the books of, are useful because there are lots of new ideas have come up.  

(BNC: spoken) 

 c.   Oh and you can hold [pause] i-- i-- if there’s one comes up you can hold it.  

(BNC: spoken) 

 d.   There was one child came up about seventeen times                (BNC: spoken) 

 

However, such particles tend to be avoided in normal there constructions with come. In BNC, only the 

following two there sentences are attested when searching for the configurations there 

{come/comes/came} out and there {come/comes/came} up. Thus, the occurrence of particles is 

considered to be a factor motivating the use of there contact clauses.  

 

(19) a.  As they did so there came out of the mist a car and it must have seen the crows at me 

for it stopped.                                                   (BNC) 

 b.  [A]nd there came up from the depth of his heart such petitions for men as I had never 

heard be-fore.                                                    (BNC) 

 

    In conclusion, what is common to these two patterns is that they make verb phrases heavier and 

longer. In other words, there contact clauses are motivated with respect to informational structure.   

 

4. Conclusion 
This study focuses on there contact clauses in which the verb come is used as a verb of the 

second clause. It reveals that the use of particles and to-infinitives potentially motivates the use of 

there contact clauses. In addition, the subject nouns play an important role in the use of there contact 

clauses: shorter nouns, especially human nouns, are often selected as the subject of there contact 

clauses. What these findings have in common is that they make VPs longer but subject NPs shorter. 

Thus, the information structure might have an influence on the use of there contact clauses. This author 

hopes that these findings will assist future scholars to elucidate these constructions.11 

 
11 The frequent use of the verb go might be caused by another factor: the existence of one frequently used pattern, as 
in (i) and (ii).  
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(i)  There’s not a day goes by that I don’t think of her.                                      (COCA: MOV) 
(ii)  There isn’t a day goes by I don’t think about my daughter.                              (COCA: TV) 
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Mottainai as a Japanese Cultural Keyword 
- A Key Semantic Difference to the English Word Waste - 

SAKABA Hiromichi 

1. Introduction 
        The purpose of this study is to unpack the meaning of the Japanese term mottainai, one of the 

culturally important concepts in Japan. Mottainai is an adjective commonly used in daily life and 

often used to encourage children not to leave a single grain of rice in their bowls. It has also attracted 

attention outside of Japan. Wangari Maathai, a Kenyan environmentalist who won the 2004 Nobel 

Peace Prize, introduced the concept mottainai as a slogan to promote environmental protection at a 

session of the United Nations. This term, she believes, perfectly encapsulates the spirit of the 3Rs 

(reduce, reuse, recycle). It is noteworthy that she used the Japanese term mottainai without 

translating it into English. 

        Is there any English concept equivalent to the concept of mottainai? Referring to the Japanese-

English dictionaries at hand, let us see how mottainai is commonly translated into English. In the 

following examples, “to let the water run like that” in (1) and “to drop the ice cream” in (2) are 

described as mottainai. Both of them are translated into English as waste in the Japanese-English 

dictionaries. 

 

(1)   Mizu-wo   sonnani  nagashite-wa mottainai. 

water-ACC like that let run-TOP    waste 

‘What a waste to let the water run like that!’ 

(Shogakukan PROGRESSIVE Japanese-English Dictionary)  

(2)  “Katta   bakari-no aisukuriimu-wo jimen-ni    otoshichatta.” “Aa, mottainai.” 

  bought just-GEN  ice cream-ACC  ground on  dropped            oh   waste 

‘“The ice cream I had just bought fell on the ground.” “Oh, what a waste.”’ 

                                                                                    (O-LEX Japanese-English Dictionary) 

 

The original sentence and the English translation above appear to express similar  meanings. 

However, if the meaning conveyed by the term mottainai is precisely the same as that of waste, 

there would be no need to import the term mottainai as a global slogan for environmental protection. 

This study aims to clarify the meaning of the Japanese concept mottainai, especially by 

comparing it with the meaning of the English word waste. It will be shown that the difference in 

meaning between them is the motivation behind the adoption of mottainai in environmental 

protection campaigns, as well as another extended use of mottainai that is not normally translated 

as waste. 
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2. Previous Studies 
Section 2.1 reviews previous studies on the relationship between the concept mottainai and 

environmental protection. Introducing the concept of cultural keywords, 2.2 argues that mottainai 

can be regarded as one of the Japanese cultural keywords. 2.3 gives an overview of the Natural 

Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) approach, which makes it possible to define the meaning of such 

culture-specific concepts in a way that can be understood by cultural outsiders. 
 

2.1. Mottainai as a Global Slogan for Environmental Protection 

As briefly mentioned, Wangari Maathai was attempting to spread the Japanese term mottainai 

as a slogan for environmental protection without deliberately translating it  into English. 

 

(3)  On a visit to Japan, Dr. Maathai was deeply impressed by the expression mottainai, and 

  became determined to publicize it to the world. At the United Nations session, Dr. Maathai, 

  brandishing a t-shirt emblazoned with the term MOTTAINAI, explained that the meaning 

  of the term mottainai encompasses the four Rs of reduce, reuse, recycle and repair. 

                             (Sasaki 2006: 125) 

 

Some previous studies have examined the role of the concept of mottainai in Japanese culture 

concerning food waste. Based on the analysis of the daily life of Japanese consumers, Sirola et al., 

(2019: 8) make the observation that the concept of mottainai “seemed to guide the participants’ 

behavior in various everyday situations and facilitated precision in consuming ingredients fully” 

and “also guided the participants to buy only necessary food products, consume all the leftovers, 

and plan so that nothing goes to waste”. This is represented by the comment made by one of the 

subjects “[t]he expression and idea of mottainai is infiltrated to Japanese people and I, as well, keep 

that always in mind” (Sirola et al., 2019: 8).  

Thus, mottainai has received a considerable amount of attention from the perspective of 

environmental protection and can act as one of the principles of behaviour in Japanese culture. The 

next section will show that mottainai can be regarded as a cultural keyword, a concept that plays 

an important role in Japanese culture. 

 

2.2. Mottainai as a Japanese Cultural Keyword 

The concept of a cultural keyword was popularized by Wierzbicka (1997), who claims that 

every language has a set of key terms that reflect the core values of its culture.  An analysis of the 

concepts that have a significant role in culture provides valuable insights into the culture. Currently, 

terms such as enryo, on or omoiyari have been studied as cultural keywords in Japanese. 
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(4) [A] key word such as enryo (roughly ‘interpersonal restraint’), on (roughly ‘debt of 

 gratitude’) and omoiyari (roughly ‘benefactive empathy’) in Japanese can lead us to the 

 center of a whole complex of cultural values and attitudes, expressed, inter alia, in common 

 conversational routines and revealing a whole network of culture-specific “cultural 

 scripts”.                                                                                               (Wierzbicka 1997: 17) 

     

Wierzbicka (1997) lists a number of criteria for cultural keywords. For instance, “the word in 

question is a common word” and “very frequently used in one particular semantic domain” such as 

“the domain of emotions” or “moral judgments” (Wierzbicka 1997: 16). Mottainai can also be 

regarded as a keyword in Japanese culture, as it is often used in everyday life and can act as a guide 

for behaviour concerning food waste. 

It is not easy to explain the meaning of such a culture-specific concept to those who are 

unfamiliar with the given culture. If you use the English word waste to describe the meaning of 

mottainai to a native speaker of English, the detailed differences in meaning between them will be 

overlooked. To overcome this problem, this study employs Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) 

(Goddard and Wierzbicka 2014), an analytical framework that allows for the definition of culture-

specific concepts in a way that can be understood by those who do not belong to that culture.  

 

2.3. Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) 

Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) is a metalanguage for describing the meaning of 

language. NSM assumes the existence of self-evident concepts named semantic primes and 

describes meaning by decomposing concepts into them. Based on an empirical investigation of over 

30 languages, the following approximately 65 capitalised concepts are posed as semantic primes, 

which are presumed to be expressible in all languages.  

 
Substantives: I~ME, YOU, SOMEONE, SOMETHING~THING, PEOPLE, BODY 
Relational substantives: KIND, PARTS 
Determiners: THIS, THE SAME, OTHER~ELSE 
Quantifiers: ONE, TWO, SOME, ALL, MUCH~MANY, LITTLE~FEW 
Evaluators: GOOD, BAD 
Descriptors: BIG, SMALL 
Mental predicates: KNOW, THINK, WANT, DON’T WANT, FEEL, SEE, HEAR 
Speech: SAY, WORDS, TRUE 
Actions, events, movement, contact: DO, HAPPEN, MOVE, TOUCH 
Location, existence, specification: BE (SOMEWHERE),THERE IS, BE (SOMEONE)’S,  

BE (SOMEONE / SOMETHING) 
Life and death: LIVE, DIE 
Time: WHEN~TIME, NOW, BEFORE, AFTER, A LONG TIME, 

A SHORT TIME, FOR SOME TIME, MOMENT 
Space: WHERE~PLACE, HERE, ABOVE, BELOW, FAR, NEAR, SIDE, 

INSIDE 
Logical concepts: NOT, MAYBE, CAN, BECAUSE, IF 
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Intensifier, augmentor: VERY, MORE 
Similarity: LIKE~WAY~AS 

Table 1. Semantic primes (English exponents), grouped into related categories 

(Goddard and Wierzbicka 2014: 12) 

 

The semantic primes have restrictions on how they can be combined. The following are some 

combinations allowed in FEEL. 

(5) someone FEELS like this  

 someone FEELS something (good / bad)       

         someone FEELS something (good / bad) toward someone else 

Finally, this study makes use of the concept of semantic templates, which has been recently 

introduced into the NSM. The NSM explications for words with a similar meaning have a common 

structural pattern. Semantic templates allow for words with similar semantic structures to be 

described in a way that reflects their similarity. Goddard (2018) presents the following four 

templates for English adjectives related to evaluation.1 

 
Groupings Examples 

A: “First-person thought-plus-feeling” words great, wonderful, terrific 
B1 & B2: “Experiential” evaluators exciting, entertaining, delightful 

C: “Lasting effect” powerful, memorable, inspiring 
D: Purely cognitive evaluators complex, excellent, brilliant 

Table 2. Groupings for English evaluational adjectives (positive words only)     

(Based on Goddard 2018: 102) 

 

Mottainai, an adjective that evaluates a certain event as in (1) or (2), is considered to belong to 

group A. Goddard mentions two types of linguistic evidence to identify which group a word belong 

to. The first is the possibility of co-occurrence with the verb feel. Adjectives from group A can 

follow the verb feel, as in I feel great/ wonderful/ terrific. On the other hand, adjectives from the 

other groups are basically impossible as in *I feel exciting/ complex.2 Secondly, they can be used 

as a self-contained word with an exclamation mark, as in Great!/ Wonderful!/ Terrific!.  

The term mottainai passes the two linguistic tests above. Regarding the first, FEEL, one of the 

English primes, is equivalent to KANJIRU in the Japanese primes (Asano-Cavanagh and Farese 2015). 

 
1 B1 and B2 are treated as the same group as there is little difference in their templates. 
2 The linguistic evidence given by Goddard should be considered as a rough guide, as some adjectives from other 

groups can follow feel, as in I feel powerful/ excellent. 
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The adjective mottainai can be followed by the verb KANJIRU (FEEL) as in mottainaku kanjiru.3 

Secondly, it can be used as a self-contained word with an exclamation mark, as in Mottainai! This 

study makes use of the following semantic template for group A to define the meaning of mottainai.  

 

(6)  Template A: “first-person thought + feeling” 

a. I think about this X like this:                                                            [first-person thought] 

b. “                       

                   ”                                                                                                 [thought content] 

c. when I think like this, I feel something (very) good/ bad because of it             [feeling] 

                                                                                                           (Based on Goddard 2018: 103) 

 

The template (6) is composed of three components. The semantic component (6a) introduces what 

the speaker thinks about X. Component (6b) is the content of thought, and the group A adjectives 

differ mainly in this part. Finally, component (6c) describes the feeling that results from the thought. 

Section 3 attempts to define the meaning of mottainai, which can be regarded as a Japanese 

cultural keyword, in a format based on the semantic template (6). 

3. Semantic Analysis of Mottainai 
This section discusses the meaning of mottainai based on its usage. 3.1 presents the NSM 

explication for mottainai, showing that it suggests that another very good event could have occurred 

if the event had not occurred. 3.2 points out that this is the key difference between mottainai and 

waste, which makes mottainai attractive as an environmental slogan and allows its extended usage 

not found in waste. 
 

3.1. The Semantic Explication for Mottainai 

First of all, let us consider the examples of the use of mottainai once again. The first two 

sentences (7) and (8) are the repeated examples of mottainai in (1) and (2). 

 

(7)  Mizu-wo    sonnani  nagashite-wa mottainai. 4 

water-ACC  like that let run-TOP    mottainai  

‘It is mottainai to let the water run like that.’                                                    (= (1)) 

 
3 It should be noted that English adjectives follow the verb feel, whereas Japanese adjectives precede kanjiru. 
4 As seen in (1) and (2), the English-Japanese dictionaries offer an English translation for mottainai based on the 

use of waste. To focus attention on the semantic differences between mottainai and waste, mottainai remains 

untranslated in both the gloss and the translation provided in (7-9). 
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(8)  “Katta    bakari-no aisukuriimu-wo jimen-ni   otoshichatta.” “Aa, mottainai.” 

  bought  just-GEN  ice cream-ACC  ground on dropped            oh   mottainai 

‘“The ice cream I had just bought fell on the ground.” “Oh, mottainai.”’                 (= (2)) 

(9)  Sonnani kami-o       nanmai-mo tsukatte-wa mottainai. 

    so many paper-ACC  sheets         use-TOP       mottainai 

  ‘It is mottainai to use so many sheets of paper.’ 

                                                                             (Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary) 

 

What is common in (7-9) is that the speaker uses the term mottainai to describe each event (‘to run 

too much water’, ‘to drop the ice cream’ or ‘to use so many sheets of paper’). When these events 

happen, they perceive them as something bad. At the same time, it suggests that some very good 

things could have happened if such an event had not occurred (a lot of paper or water has many 

uses and eating ice cream makes many people happy). Thus, the occurrence of a bad event, which 

is described as mottainai, suggests that what has been lost is something of value. As a result of the 

loss of something valuable, the speaker has a bad feeling. This study proposes the following 

explication (10) for mottainai based on the semantic template (6).  

 

(10) X is mottainai   (e.g. X = to run too much water, to use so many sheets of paper) 

a. I think like this when something like X happens: 5      

b. “something bad happened 

        if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen” 

c. when I think like this, I feel something bad6 because of it  

 

The explication (10) is composed of three components. Component (a) introduces the thought at 

the time of the occurrence of an event like X. Component (b) indicates that the speaker thinks that 

‘something bad happened’ and ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could 

happen.’ Consequently, they feel something bad as suggested by component (c).  

Regarding component (b), ‘something bad happened’ shows that the speaker sees the event 

described as mottainai as something bad, which implies the event like that should not occur. Next, 

the component ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’ predicts 

 
5 The adjective great, which belongs to the same group A as mottainai, modifies things as in a great movie. 

Mottainai, on the other hand, basically modifies an event, so component (a) is proposed here as not ‘I think about 

this X like this’ in (6), but ‘I think like this when something like X happens’. 

6 Goddard (2018: 103) argues that group A adjectives in English involve extreme feelings (not just ‘good’, but 

‘very good’). It is worth noting that the Japanese term mottainai does not follow this tendency. 
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that the acceptability of mottainai decreases in contexts where it is difficult to perceive that the 

occurrence of a bad event prevents the occurrence of another worthwhile event. In (11), a modified 

example of (2), the component ‘something bad happened’ is satisfied in that the ice cream is 

dropped and becomes inedible. The acceptability of mottainai depends on whether it is possible for 

the speaker to think that ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen .’ 

 

(11)  “{Katta bakari-no/ ? Nokori     hitokuchi-no / ?? Hotondo tabeowatta}      aisukuriimu-wo 

  {bought just-GEN/  remaining a bite-GEN /     almost    finished eating} ice cream-ACC 

  jimen-ni     otoshichatta.” “Aa, mottainai.” 

  ground on  dropped            oh   mottainai 

 ‘“{The ice cream I had just bought / ? A bite of ice cream/ ?? Almost finished ice cream} 

 fell on the ground.” “Oh, mottainai.”’ 

 

In (11), as the amount of ice cream dropped reduces, the acceptability of mottainai decreases. 

Firstly, the fact that the someone dropped the one that has just been bought implies that they could 

have eaten the whole thing. As it is easy for the speaker to think that ‘if something like this didn’t 

happen, something very good could happen’, the term mottainai can be felicitously used. Secondly, 

if the dropped object is a small bite of ice cream, it becomes less acceptable as it is more difficult 

to think in the same way. Lastly, if the item dropped is an ice cream that has almost been eaten, it 

becomes even less acceptable. As there is little to lose, it is highly unlikely to think that another 

very good event could have occurred. 

Thus, mottainai suggests not only the occurrence of a bad event but also the possibility that a 

very good event could have occurred if that event had not occurred. The next section will argue 

that this is the key difference between mottainai and waste. 

 

3.2. The Semantic Difference between Mottainai and the English word Waste 

As discussed above, the Japanese word mottainai is basically translated into the English word 

waste. This section aims to clarify the differences in meaning between mottainai and waste through 

the observation of cases where mottainai cannot be translated into waste and the other way around. 

This study claims that the meaning represented by the component of the explication for mottainai 

‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’ proposed in 3.1 is the 

key difference between mottainai and waste, which often prevents the one from acting as a 

translation of the other. 

Firstly, let us observe the cases where waste cannot be translated into mottainai. The term 

waste describes the time consumed meaninglessly to talk with someone in (12) or convince 
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someone in (13). The English-Japanese dictionaries provide a Japanese translation using the 

Japanese word mudada (roughly, ‘wasteful’) as the equivalent of waste. 

 

(12) Your talking with him is a complete waste of time. 

 ‘Kare to sodan suru no wa mattaku jikan {-no mudada/ ? -ga mottainai} yo.’   

                                                                                              (O-LEX English-Japanese Dictionary) 

(13)  Trying to convince him that you are right is a waste of time. He is sure that you are wrong. 

  ‘Anata ga tadashii to kare ni settoku suru koto wa jikan {-no mudada/ ? -ga mottainai}.  

  Kare wa anata ga machigatte iru to kakushin shite imasu.’ 

                                                                                               (Genius English-Japanese Dictionary) 

 

In (12) and (13), it would be unnatural to translate waste as mottainai. The reason why mudada 

works as a better translation than mottainai in (12) and (13) is due to the semantic component of 

mottainai ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’. The speaker 

in (12) and (13) is certain that the event, which is described as waste, is meaningless as represented 

by the word ‘complete’ in (12) or the subsequent sentence ‘He is sure that you are wrong’ in (13). 

The emphasis is on the futility of the time spent on conversation or persuasion, not on the other 

things that could have been done with the time lost. These contexts do not encourage the speaker 

to think that ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’ .  

If the succeeding sentence sheds light on other, better possibilities as in (12)′ or (13)′, the 

acceptability of mottainai increases as follows. 

 

(12)′ Your talking with him is a complete waste of time. You should talk to someone more 

  trustworthy. 

 ‘Kare to sodan suru no wa mattaku jikan {-no mudada/  -ga mottainai} yo. Motto 

 shinraidekiru hito ni soudan subekida.’   

(13)′ Trying to convince him that you are right is a waste of time. You should spend your time 

  in a more meaningful way.  

  ‘Anata ga tadashii to kare ni settoku suru koto wa jikan {-no mudada/ -ga mottainai}. Motto 

  yuigi ni jikan o tsukaubekida.’  

 

Changing the following sentence to ‘You should talk to someone more trustworthy’ in (12)′ or 

‘you should spend your time in a more meaningful way’ in (13)′ shifts the focus on the other things 

that could have been done with the time lost. It becomes easier to think ‘if something like this didn’t 

happen, something very good could happen’ and the acceptability of mottainai increases.  
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Next, let us look at cases where the use of English waste as a translation for Japanese mottainai 

sounds unnatural. Mottainai can be used to describe not only certain events but also people or things. 

It describes the addressee’s wife in (14) and the compliment the speaker received in (15), in the 

form X niwa mottainai ‘mottainai to X’. In this case, too good or more than I deserve is used instead 

of waste to convey a meaning close to that of the original sentence.  

 

(14) Kimi niwa mottainai okusan-desune. 

 you   to      mottainai wife-COP  

 ‘Your wife is too good for you.’7                               (O-LEX Japanese-English Dictionary) 

(15) Watashi no youna mono   niwa  mottainai  ohome-no   kotoba-desu. 

   1SG             like     person to      mottainai  praise-GEN  word-COP 

       ‘Your praise is more than I deserve.’  

                                                            (Shogakukan PROGRESSIVE Japanese-English Dictionary)  

 

The speaker in (14) evaluates that the addressee’s wife is too good for the addressee, implying that 

it would be better for her to get married with someone else. In (15), the speaker thinks that someone 

else should receive the addressee’s compliment. Such usage of mottainai, which describes people 

or things, needs another NSM explication as it cannot be covered by the explication that involves 

the occurrence of an event as represented by component (6a) ‘something bad happened’.  

Still, this extended usage of mottainai seems to share the component ‘if something like this 

didn’t happen, something very good could happen’. The use of mottainai in (14) or (15) highlights 

not so much the pointlessness of the addressee’s wife’s getting married with the addressee or the 

addressee’s praising the speaker. It lays emphasis on the possibility that another better event could 

have occurred. The speaker in (14) thinks that if she had got married with someone else, she might 

have had a happier life. In (15), it might have been better if someone else had been praised. To 

highlight another better possibility like these, too good or more than I deserve is used as a 

translation for mottainai instead of waste.  

Thus, the component ‘if something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’ 

can motivate the extended uses of mottainai such as (14) or (15). It is also related to the fact that 

mottainai has attracted attention as an environmental slogan, as seen in Section 2. Indeed, as with 

mottainai, the term waste can be used to warn against behaviour that is not good for the environment, 

such as excessive use of water like (1). However, the use of mottainai also implies that there are 

 
7 In fact, waste can also be used in a translation of mottainai in (14) as in “Your wife is wasted on you”. This 

expression, however, focuses on what is lost by marrying the current partner, rather than on other better possibilities.  

It is therefore likely that the Japanese-English dictionary preferred to use the expression too good as a translation. 
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more effective ways to use something. In other words, mottainai not only discourages people from 

using something in a non-eco-friendly way, but also suggests that it is a valuable thing that could 

be used in a better way. In recognising the value of something, mottainai can work better to 

encourage people to appreciate things and be careful not to harm the environment. For this reason, 

mottainai is more suitable for a global slogan to guide our actions on environmental protection.  

The key difference between mottainai and waste is represented by the component ‘if 

something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’. It can motivate an extended 

usage of mottainai not found in waste, and its adoption as an international environmental slogan. 

 

4. Concluding Remarks 
This study analyses the meaning of mottainai, which has attracted attention as a global slogan 

for environmental protection, from the perspective of cultural keywords in Japanese.  Using NSM 

as an analytical framework to define the meaning based on the concepts that are assumed to exist 

in all languages, this study attempted to clarify its meaning in a way that is accessible to cultural 

outsiders. It was also pointed out that the meaning of mottainai represented by the component ‘if 

something like this didn’t happen, something very good could happen’ is the key difference in 

meaning from the English word waste, and that this can motivate an extended use of mottainai and 

its adoption as a slogan for environmental protection. The NSM explication for the English word 

waste and its further differences from the term mottainai, which could not be dealt with in this 

study for reasons of space, will be the subject of future work. 
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